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Double layers of high-tensioned textile membranes were applied to the completely open-foldable dome for the GREGOR
telescope for the first time. Simultaneous climate measurements inside and outside the dome have proven the thermal-
insulating capability of this double-layer construction. The GREGOR dome is the result of the continuation of the ESO
research on open-foldable domes with textile structures, followed by the research for the DOT dome with high-tensioned
textile membranes. It cleared the way to extreme stability required for astronomical practice on high mountain sites with
heavy storms and ice formation. The storm Delta with 245 km/h 1-minute mean maximum at the location of the GREGOR
caused no problems, nor did other storms afterwards. Opening and closing experiences up to wind speeds of 90 km/h were
without problems. New technical developments were implemented and tested at the GREGOR dome, opening the way for
application to much larger domes up to the 30 m diameter-class range.
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1 Introduction

Seeing conditions are best around an optical astronomical

telescope when it is completely open. This means that the

large-diameter optical beams are so-to-say part of the sur-

rounding air mass with a minimum of disturbance of the

primary beam by the structure elements of the telescope.

The spatial-resolution capabilities of ground-based

telescopes improved drastically by modern image-

reconstruction and wave-front-correction techniques like

Speckle Reconstruction, Phase Diversity, Multi-Object

Multi-Frame Blind Deconvolution, Adaptive Optics and

Multiple Conjugate Adaptive Optics. However all these

reconstruction techniques are limited in the gain of image

improvement. Therefore, the quality of the raw images

determines the feasible final image resolution.

The raw-image quality is limited by fast refractive-index

fluctuations in the light path through the earth’s atmosphere,

deforming the optical wave fronts. These refractive-index

fluctuations are caused by density fluctuations in the air,
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which in turn can be produced by fluctuations in tem-

perature and pressure. Wave-front-correction and image-

reconstruction techniques are more effective for wave-front

deformations on a larger scale of cell diameter in the beam.

Consequently, it is important that air temperature and pres-

sure are homogeneous on small scales. Calculations show

that the temperature fluctuations by far dominate the cause

of wave-front deformations. Temperature fluctuations larger

than 0.1◦ C over scales of 5 cm and less are harmful, as

discussed in section 2 of Hammerschlag et al. (2010). The

foregoing concerns the visible wavelength range. The short-

wavelength part, i.e. the blue part, is even more sensitive.

It will be extremely difficult to keep all surfaces inside

a dome within 0.1◦ C deviations during daytime and the

first part of the night, as is known from experience. For this

reason solar observers went to vacuum telescopes. However,

the maximum practical beam diameter for vacuum is 1 m.

For larger beam diameters, the temperature of the air in the

primary beam has to be kept sufficiently homogeneous.

Decisive factors for the magnitude of the air-

temperature fluctuations within the primary optical beam

are the magnitudes of the temperature differences in the in-

coming air to the object surfaces and the length of time the
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2 R.H. Hammerschlag et al.: GREGOR dome

Fig. 1 Vacuum Tower Telescope (VTT) enclosure of open-foldable solid segments. Left: closed with 3 segments visible at each side.

Right: open with all segments under the telescope platform.

air is nearby these surfaces. The disturbing optical wave-

front deformations are proportional to the integration of the

temperature deviations over the thickness of the deviating

layer. It follows that to minimize the wave-front deforma-

tions the objects in the airstream to the optical beam should

be as small as possible. Especially, these objects should

not cause stagnant air, because then the length of time the

air remains nearby objects with deviating temperature in-

creases drastically. The tubes and/or profile beams of an

open framework construction of a telescope fulfill the re-

quirement of very short contact with air of the passing wind

and of no stagnant air. Practice has shown that a wind breeze

of 1.5 m/s is enough for objects of up to several meters,

when there are no places where the air is caught and stag-

nant air patches are formed. The way to reach this situation

for a high-resolution optical telescope is an open telescope

structure and a completely open-foldable enclosure for bad

weather protection.

2 Developments towards completely
open-foldable domes

Domes using solid segments, which can be moved down-

ward, are already known for a longer time. Examples of this

type of domes are the Vacuum Tower Telescope (VTT) for

solar observations on Tenerife and the US Air Force Tele-

scopes at Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico (3.5 m)

and at Maui Space Surveillance Complex, Haleakala on the

Hawaii Island Maui (3.67 m Advanced Electro-Optical Sys-

tem AEOS) for nighttime observations. The design of the

solid segments in these two examples is completely differ-

ent. The VTT dome is half a cylinder with a horizontal axis

at the bottom side. This half cylinder is split into six seg-

ments, which rotate downward around the horizontal axis;

Fig. 2 The open concept of the four VLT telescopes with open-

folded domes of the ESO.

see Fig. 1. The AEOS dome is a cylinder with a vertical axis.

On top is a construction of large-scale slides. After open-

ing the latter, the cylinder can be moved downward with

the opened slides. Both constructions are heavy and require

a large special designed construction underneath the tele-

scope platform. In the case of a tower, like for a solar tele-

scope, it is necessary that the tower is adequately designed

to carry this heavy construction. In the case of a location

on the ground, an expensive large cellar construction is re-

quired.

In the eighties, the European Southern Observatory

(ESO) recognized the value of open-telescope design to

obtain the best possible seeing and planned operation of

the four connected telescopes of the Very Large Telescope

(VLT) in the open air; see Fig. 2. A project was started

to develop a retractable dome based on strong tent cloth,

which folds completely together to a ring of small cross-

section when opened. It leaves the telescope entirely free in
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Fig. 3 The test dome of the ESO. Top: test dome in Chile com-

pletely open. Center: test dome partly closed. Bottom: test dome

closed.

the open air. In addition, the heat capacity of such an en-

closure is very low and adapts fast to changing air temper-

ature. No heavy tower constructions or large expensive cel-

lar installations are required. An inflatable tent construction

was chosen for a test dome; see Fig. 3 (Bonneau & Zago

1986, 1988). When closed, the strength of the dome against

wind and rain, snow or hail is based on double-clothed ribs,

forming a kind of tubes blown up by pressurized air. On

the one hand, the dome gets its strength by the blowing

up, on the other hand, it can only be opened and closed

when ribs are depressurized. Domes of this type are used for

tennis courts and other sports facilities. These can only be

opened and closed during days of good weather with only

low wind velocities. Many of these domes are opened in

spring and closed in autumn, hence operate in a yearly cy-

cle, or are installed temporarily for special events. The ESO

test dome, erected in Chile, had two additional framework

steel bows along which the tubes moved during opening and

closing; see Fig. 3. Nevertheless, the experiences showed

that opening and closing could only be practiced safely for

wind speeds up to 5 m/s. This allowed low value made the

construction unsuitable for astronomical observing praxis,

where a clear sky and good seeing with sharp images can

occur during wind speeds up to 20 m/s. When this weather

type changes into bad weather with clouds and rain, the tent

construction still has to be closed safely. The ESO aban-

doned the open principle and classical domes were built

around the VLT telescopes.

In the nineties, the Dutch Open Telescope (DOT), a de-

velopment towards a high-resolution solar telescope without

vacuum, was built with financial support of the Technology

Foundation STW in the Netherlands. A telescope design as

much open as possible was selected, including the design

for an open tower. Erection of the DOT was planned on

La Palma at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos

(ORM) of the Instituto de Astrofı́sica de Canarias (IAC).

Originally, the DOT was thought to operate without any

protection over the whole telescope, only lids on the opti-

cal components were planned. Warnings about possible se-

vere weather conditions at the observatory, namely heavy

storms and specifically gigantic ice growth in a short time,

led to the development of a protective construction, which

when opened would not harm the open-telescope operation.

In continuation of the work on inflatable domes at ESO, the

application of tensioned strong textile was kept. However,

the tension source was switched from inflation by pressur-

ized air to strong and movable steel bows. In the latter case,

the textile parts – membranes – between the bows have to

be cut in saddle shape. The textile is curved in one direc-

tion in the half-sphere shape of the dome, whereas in the

perpendicular direction it is curved in the opposite direc-

tion, i.e. to the inside of the dome. Static roofs based on

this tensioning principle are known and belong to the man-

ufacturing program of Poly Nederland, the Dutch company

that made the cloth parts, first for the ESO dome and later

for the DOT dome. The DOT team, in cooperation with

the workshop DEMO of the Delft University of Technol-

ogy, developed the completely new design of movable and

sufficiently strong steel bows, which still are very light-

weighed compared to the domes made of solid segments.

Moreover, the new design leaves only a remarkably compact

ring when opened, as shown in Fig. 4. Additional advan-

tage over the inflatable domes is the independence of power

when closed, whereas the inflatable domes continually need

the standby of a blower to replenish air to keep its strength

and hence storm stability. Just during extreme weather con-

ditions the risk for failure of running machines increases.

The DOT enclosure is the first tent-cloth construction suit-

able for closing during strong wind and withstanding heavy

storm, snowfall and ice forming; see also Fig. 5. The DOT
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Fig. 4 Dutch Open Telescope (DOT) with open-folded dome of

textile membranes between steel bows moved down, leaving the

telescope completely free in natural flushing of the wind.

became the pioneering demonstrator of the open-telescope

technology for high-resolution solar observations (Rutten et

al. 2004).

3 Design of the GREGOR dome

As a result of the conclusive proof of storm- and ice re-

sistance of the DOT dome, an open-foldable dome was se-

lected for the German new open GREGOR telescope with

a 1.5 m diameter primary mirror as a replacement for the

0.45 m vacuum Gregory Coudé telescope on top of the ex-

isting 20 m high building at the Observatorio del Teide (OT)

on Tenerife, also operated by the IAC. A dome consisting

of solid segments like the VTT dome had been considered,

but this would have required a far-reaching structural alter-

ation of the building. A dome based on the principal of the

DOT dome was developed and built for the GREGOR, again

by cooperation of the DOT team, the workshop DEMO of

the Delft University of Technology and Poly Nederland. A

Fig. 5 DOT enclosure in closed position with strongly tensioned

cloth segments. Practically no snow or ice sticks on the membranes

due to its smooth coating.

similarity between the VTT- and DOT dome is noteworthy:

both consist of two halves of which each consists of three

segments rotatable around a horizontal axis. The upper seg-

ments are driven and lift the other segments upward when

closing. The big difference is that the segments of the DOT

dome fold completely together when opening. The size of

the GREGOR dome was determined by the maximum avail-

able space on the roof of the building after removal of the

old dome of the Gregory Coudé telescope. The dome di-

ameter became 9 m, larger than the 7 m DOT dome. The

9 m dimension leaves narrow pathways between the roof

fence and the dome. The height of the dome is 5 m. A three-

dimensional drawing of the structure of the bows is shown

in Fig. 6, both in closed and open situation. Fig. 7 presents

projection drawings of the dome with an indication of the

camber of the membranes.

In the closed situation the membranes have to be

brought to a high tension by a clamp mechanism. A sin-

gle clamp of 25 kN on top of the dome effectuates this for

the DOT dome of 7 m diameter. Domes of a larger diame-
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Fig. 6 Three-dimensional drawing of the structure of the bows

for the GREGOR dome. Top: closed. Bottom: open. The shown

telescope structure (at the time of the dome design) deviates some-

what from the final design.

Fig. 7 Projection drawings of the GREGOR dome. Top: Front

view. The outer membranes are indicated in full lines, the inner

ones in dashed lines. Bottom: Side view. The two clamps at the

sides are clearly visible. The diameter of the dome is 9 m and its

height is 5 m.

Fig. 8 The GREGOR dome in the assembling hall of the work-

shop DEMO at Delft. Top: closed. Center: half open. One of the

clamps is well visible, the second one is for a large part hidden be-

hind the dome segments in front. The clamps divide the main bow

in about three equal parts of 60◦. Bottom: open.

ter with a single clamp would require a much larger clamp

and main bows that are able to bring the high tension to

the membrane over the whole length of the bows. The latter

requirement would lead to a heavy-bow design. It is more

attractive to apply several clamps over which the tension

force can be spread. However, clamps that are not placed

at the top of the dome are more complicate to be attached

to the bows due to the more complex geometrical situation.

The plane of motion of a connection point on the bow is

not perpendicular to the bow direction. The 9 m-diameter

GREGOR dome is equipped with two clamps to the sides,

such that the whole bow of 180◦ is divided in about three

equal parts; see the drawings in Fig. 6 and 7. The geometri-

cal problems of attaching the clamps to the bows have been

solved very satisfactorily. Pictures of the test assembly in

the workshop at Delft are shown in Fig. 8 and 9. The two

clamps are visible from outside the dome in its half-open
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Fig. 9 The closed GREGOR dome seen from the inside during

the tests in the workshop DEMO at Delft. The picture shows at the

bottom one of the two drive units for the main center bows and on

top one of the two clamps, which bring the textile membranes to

high tension when the clamps move the two center bows together

into their final position in a completely closed dome. The main

center bows are covered at the inside by an additional cloth for

thermal insulation.

position in the picture at the center of Fig. 8. In Fig. 9 one of

the two clamps is visible in the closed position of the dome.

The successful realization of the clamps on the sides of the

GREGOR dome opens the way to large-sized open-foldable

domes with several clamps, as planned for the European So-

lar Telescope (EST) (Hammerschlag et al. 2010, 2012).

The GREGOR dome mounted on top of the 20 m-high

tower building at OT is shown in Fig. 10. The dome is

the top part of a building protecting telescope and complex

instrumentation underneath. Consequently, it was obvious

that for the GREGOR dome thermal insulation and good

sealing to the roof floor of the building were new require-

ments compared to the DOT dome on an open tower and

with an excellent wetness protection of its telescope optics

by double lids when not in operation. Two layers of textile

membrane are applied, as can be seen in Fig. 7. The outside

layer is fixed to the outside of the bows, while the inside

layer is fixed to the inside of the bows. This results in a

Fig. 10 Total view of the closed GREGOR dome on top of the

tower located at the Observatorio del Teide (OT) on Tenerife.

Fig. 11 Comfortable atmosphere inside the GREGOR dome.

Topping-out and housewarming party at the same time: with the in-

stallation of the open-foldable dome the highest point was reached

and the dome was ready for use. At the back row, the person stand-

ing most to the right is Piet Hoogendoorn of the Utrecht workshop

and at the front row third from left is Jos van Meurs of the Delft

workshop. Both were essential for the project during the construc-

tion at the workshop and the erection on site.

c© 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.an-journal.org
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Fig. 12 Start of the opening of the GREGOR dome on top of

the building. View to one of the two head ends with drives. Ad-

ditional membrane parts are put around these regions where the

main membranes end. A closed connection is realized between

main membranes and the head ends. The upper main membrane

parts are still tensioned because of the weight of the in-between

bows. This fact contributes to a safe opening and closing during

strong wind because it prevents flapping of the upper membranes,

which are more exposed to the wind.

relatively simple construction with a 5 to 10 cm air layer

between the two membranes. For the inside layer a thinner

textile has been applied, which does not negatively influence

the high tension on the outside layer against storm stability.

The double layer serves a comfortable inside atmosphere;

see Fig. 11.

Besides the double membranes, other provisions are

made for a better thermal insulation. Additional membrane

parts are put around the regions of the rotation shafts with

main actuators of the bows at the place where the main

membranes end. In this way, a closed connection is realized

between main membranes and the housing of shafts and ac-

tuators: see Fig. 8 and specifically Fig. 12. At the inside,

the main bows are covered with additional membranes for

thermal insulation around these steel parts; see Fig. 9. The

other bows are covered with the inside cloth. The screws

to the bows are thermally insulated; see Fig. 13. Climate

measurements inside and outside the DOT and GREGOR

domes showed the much better insulation of the GREGOR

dome (Sliepen et al. 2010). Fig. 14 demonstrates the perfect

insulation of the GREGOR dome.

4 Wind load experiences and measurements

Storm Delta – originally a Caribbean hurricane – passed

over the Canary Islands in the night of 28 to 29 Novem-

ber 2005. Both GREGOR- and DOT domes had no dam-

age at all, whereas some other telescope installations had. A

weather station of the meteorological state institute (Agen-

cia Estatal de Meteorologı́a) is situated nearby the GRE-

GOR at OT and measured a 1-minute mean maximum of

Fig. 13 Inside the GREGOR dome during twilight. This picture

shows clearly that each membrane part consists of many strips

welded together to form the saddle shape, which is not possible

from a single piece of membrane. Visible here, are the inside mem-

branes which are fixed to the bows by metal tube strips lying over

the cloth. The screws to the bows are thermally insulated from the

fixing strips by plastic rings. The screw heads are covered by white

plastic screw caps. Some of the screw caps are used as measuring

points for the dome deformation measurements by optical units

located underneath floorboards with path-through windows for the

optical beams. Some black dots are placed with a fine fibre-tip pen

at random on these screw caps; see inset at bottom right. Illumi-

nation by red diode beams serves the possibility to make measure-

ments, also during the night. Three of such measuring points are

visible in this picture.

245 km/h (Martı́n Léon et al. 2006); see Fig. 15. The GRE-

GOR was during the maximum of the storm at the wind-

upward site WNW of the weather station. Consequently, the

GREGOR was exposed to at least the wind speeds measured

at this station. In addition, the peak wind velocities must

have been higher than the 1-minute mean. As a comparison,

dome-design point of departure for gusts was 70 m/s (i.e.

252 km/h) and engineering safety factors of about 1.5 were

applied. In the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale, 249 km/h is

the boundary between categories 4 and 5, the latter being

the highest category, which is qualified to cause complete

www.an-journal.org c© 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Fig. 14 Temperature (top) and humidity (bottom) variations out-

side (upper curves) and inside (lower curves) the GREGOR dome

versus the time of the day. Plotted are mean values over a whole

year from August 2008 up to July 2009, obtained during all pe-

riods that the dome was closed. During daytime the temperature

fluctuations outside are up to three times as large as during night-

time, humidity fluctuations are two and a half time as large. This

is one of the reasons that during daytime a conventional dome dis-

turbs high-resolution observations. The GREGOR dome with its

two layers of membranes reduces temperature and humidity fluc-

tuations effectively when closed.

damage to buildings. Additional information about the DOT

dome at the La Palma observatory during the Delta storm

can be found in Hammerschlag et al. (2012).

Opening and closing experiences in strong wind exist

up to velocities of 90 km/h and never caused problems for

both enclosures. To drive the main top bows a very compact

system near the hinges with electrically driven actuators has

been designed. The other bows between the different mem-

brane parts are not driven; only hinges are placed at the bow

ends. Still, the upper membrane segments are sufficiently

tensioned during opening and closing due to the weight of

these in-between bows; see Fig. 12. The membranes always

fold to the inside, even during strong wind because of the

saddle shape. Moreover, during the folding phase the mem-

branes do not give flapping problems in the wind due to this

saddle shape and the relatively heavy textile quality.

Highest loads on the construction and actuators occur

halfway during opening and closing, where a dome-half

can catch maximum wind load on the inside surface, while

Fig. 15 Wind velocity (blue) and -direction (magenta) at the ob-

servatory on Tenerife during storm Delta. The highest 1-minute

gust peaks are 245 km/h at 20:30 and 230 km/h at 21:30.

Fig. 16 Sensors on and around the GREGOR dome. The pres-

sure sensors on the bows were just mounted. The wind cups and

vanes were already mounted on the fence around the platform for

some time. There are nine sets of which three are visible in the

picture.

in addition, considerable weight loads are present. Calcula-

tions were based on 30 m/s (i.e. 108 km/h) wind gusts.

In view of the design of much larger domes, particularly

for the EST, measuring set-ups were installed in the years

2007 to 2009. Sets of wind-velocity and wind-direction sen-

sors were placed around the DOT- and GREGOR domes.

On the dome bows air-pressure gauges were put; see Fig. 16.

These instruments measure the wind load on the dome and

the wind load allows us to calculate the deformations and

stresses of the bows. It is of high importance to compare

the results of these calculations with measurements, partic-

ularly regarding the dynamic behaviour.

The displacements under wind load of many points of

the bows and membranes were measured from under the

dome floor with newly developed optical units, so-called

3DD3 instruments, shown in Fig. 13. The measuring pre-

c© 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.an-journal.org
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Fig. 18 Panorama view in open position of the GREGOR dome. The membranes fold up compactly and leave ample space around

the telescope. This wide-field picture shows an overview of the pattern of windows in the floor for the optical beams used for dome-

deformation measurements, It is an evening view with the telescope pointing to the sun near the western horizon with the Teide at the

background.

Fig. 17 Map of the location of all sensors in and around the

GREGOR dome.

cision is high: 5 μm in both directions transversal to the

optical beam from the 3DD3 unit to the measuring point

and 50 μm along the optical beam. The dynamic response

is high too: 30 measurements per second. However, in

most cases only 15 measurements per second were stored.

Fig. 17 presents a floor map of the location of all sensors

at the GREGOR: dome-displacement points, wind cups and

vanes, differential air-pressure gauges and also temperature

plus humidity sensors. A description of the measuring de-

vices and the measurement results can be found in Jägers et

al. (2008), Sliepen et al. (2008, 2010) and Hammerschlag et

al. (2012). Fig. 18 shows a panorama view of the GREGOR

platform with the dome in open position. One can clearly

see the pattern of windows in the floor for the optical mea-

suring beams. The extensive measurements led to the fol-

lowing most important results: (i) the dynamic correlation

between wind load and deformation is very clear, while res-

onance vibrations are completely absent; (ii) the measure-

ments prove that the membrane textile introduces sufficient

damping to prevent vibrations of the long and slender steel

bows.

5 Conclusions

The 9 m diameter GREGOR dome has proven to be a

very successful completely open-foldable dome construc-

tion based on highly tensioned textile membranes. An ob-

vious advantage is the low mass and, consequently, the low

heat capacity, which serves fast temperature adaption when

open. Closed, the double textile membranes supply good

thermal insulation and humidity protection in extremely bad

weather situations which occasionally occur at mountain-

site observatories. The mechanical stability has proven to be

excellent. Extensive measurements of wind load and dome

deformations supplied the needed information for reliable

designs of much larger domes.

www.an-journal.org c© 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim



10 R.H. Hammerschlag et al.: GREGOR dome

The basic geometry, of which the GREGOR dome has

demonstrated its practicability and reliability, can be scaled

up to the much larger sizes.
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